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Clinically-Useful Pharmacology 
 

Pharmacology is a broad term encompassing the overall study of drugs. The answer to the question, “What 
Happens When Drugs Enter the Body?” is explained by two branches of pharmacology: 
 

1. Pharmacokinetics deals specifically with the absorption of drugs from the outside environment, the 
distribution to their site of action within the body, their metabolism within the body, and finally their 
excretion.   

2. Pharmacodynamics studies the interaction of the drug with the receptors at the site of action.  
 
Once we gain an understanding of the pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics, we will concern ourselves 
with selecting those drugs which are most appropriate for our desired clinical results.  Pharmacotherapeutics 
involves the study of choosing drugs for their desired actions in selective situations. 

 
 

Patient response to medications can be 
represented by a bell-shape population 
curve where about 70% or one standard 
deviation will demonstrate the intended 
effect at a particular dose.  As we 
extrapolate this curve out to two and even 
three standard deviations, we begin to 
recognize the “outliers”, also referred to as 
hyper- and hypo-responders:  those 
individuals requiring either much less or 
much more of the same medication in 
order to elicit the desired effect.  Protocols 
are very useful to capture the majority of 
the general population; however, the outliers require a slightly higher level of expertise and experience to 
determine the most appropriate dosing scheme.  This section looks at how to recognize and treat these 
“outliers”, and more importantly, how to ensure you always practice within the safest possible dosing 
ranges.  Remember our oath, “First, do no harm.”   

Malamed SF, Robbins K. Medical Emergencies in the  
Dental Office. 5th ed. Philadelphia: Mosby;2000:346-348. 

 
 
 
 
Remember: the HYPER Responder is fairly 
easy to recognize preoperatively based on: 
 

– Past Medical History 

– Underlying Medical Condition(s) 

– Current Medications  

– Genetics 
 
 

 
In the case of a sedation appointment, a preoperative protocol can account for this since a small amount 
of medication may be administered prior to the appointment.  In general, always stick with the mantra: 
“Go Low, Go Slow!” 
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Conversely, a significant percentage of patients are hypo-responders after normal or average doses of 
medications.  These patients may require larger than normal doses of medications to achieve a desired 
effect.  Many factors can contribute to a patient’s hypo-response to medication.  Again in some sedation 
cases a combination of factors may culminate to antagonize the clinical effects of sedative drugs leaving 
the patient needing more medication to tolerate dental treatment.   
 
The HYPO Responder is more difficult to recognize preoperatively, but can be inferred if the patient 
has evidence of the following clues: 
 

– High Anxiety  

– Liver Enzyme Inducers 

– High Degree of Body Fat 

– Use of Stimulants (caffeine, nicotine, others) 

– Past History of Drug Abuse 

– Psychiatric Conditions 

– Not Following the Preoperative Protocol 

– Genetics 
 

 
What is Pharmacogenomics? = Pharmacology + Genetics 

 
Since mapping the human genome this new branch of science truly represents the future of medicine since we 
have the opportunity to prescribe the right drug at the right dose, the first time without needlessly exposing 
patients to the side effects of medications through inappropriate initial dosing.  We will be able to 
individualized pharmacotherapy based on every individual’s genetic make up, thus revolutionizing medicine.  
Every individual does have a unique genetic predisposition to drug effects and by marrying a patient’s genetic 
information with a drug’s pharmacological information we can improve outcomes in our patients. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Roche Molecular Diagnostics developed the world's first pharmacogenomic microarray designed for clinical 
applications. It provides comprehensive coverage of gene variations and is intended to be an aid for 
physicians in individualizing treatment doses for patients on therapeutics metabolized through these genes.  
This tool has now been cleared for in vitro diagnostic use in both the United States and the European Union. 
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Genetics and Dentistry? 
 
Binkley CJ, Beacham A, Neace W, Gregg RG, Liem EB, Sessler DI. Genetic variations associated with red 
hair color and fear of dental pain, anxiety regarding dental care and avoidance of dental care. J Am Dent 
Assoc. 2009 Jul;140(7):896-905. 
 
Randall CL, McNeil DW, Shaffer JR, Crout RJ, Weyant RJ, Marazita ML. Fear of Pain Mediates the 
Association between MC1R Genotype and Dental Fear. J Dent Res. 2016 Sep;95(10):1132-7. 
 
The clinical implications of this type of testing and screening are tremendous.  A laboratory capable of genetic 
analysis can complete the test in 8 hours using a standard blood sample and the cost of the test to the 
laboratory is about $500. The question that still remains, however, is whether it will be covered by insurance 
carriers. Oncotype DX is a test that examines a breast cancer patient’s tumor tissue at a molecular level, and 
gives information about her individual disease. This information can help tailor treatment for her breast 
cancer. Oncotype DX is the first and only gene expression test that has been accepted as demonstrating the 
ability to predict a patient’s benefit from chemotherapy as well as her risk of recurrence 
(http://www.genomichealth.com).  
 
 
Absorption of oral medications occurs in the 
gastrointestinal tract, specifically the small 
intestine where most drugs cross the 
phospholipid bilayer via passive diffusion. 
Others may be only partially removed from the 
circulation.  The following drugs show poor 
bioavailability when given orally due to 
extensive first-pass hepatic elimination: 

  
 

A small portion of medications and their 
metabolites may also undergo a cycle of biliary 
secretion from the liver through the bile duct 
and back into the small intestine.  Here the 
molecules are either excreted via passage onto the large intestine, or they may be reabsorbed by the small 
intestine traveling back to the liver via the portal vein again.  This cycle is known as enterohepatic circulation. 
 

 
Pharmacokinetics vs. 
Pharmacodynamics 

 
Kinetics refers to what the body does to 
a drug; Dynamics refers to what the drug 
does to the body.  More specifically, 
Pharmacokinetics is the sequence of 
events which influence a drug’s ability to 
reach the receptor in sufficient quantity 
and for sufficient duration of time. 
Pharmacokinetics consists of: 
 
Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, 

Elimination 
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Absorption 
 

The route of administration is the principle factor which governs rate by which a drug reaches its receptors in 
sufficient quantity. 
 
 Intravenous (IV) is the fastest route with onset usually within 1 minute. 
 Inhalation is almost as fast as IV, administered as a vapor or gas through the pulmonary alveoli in the 

lungs. 
 Subcutaneous and Intramuscular (IM) 

are similar and require approximately 
30 minutes to reach the blood stream. 
Absorption is largely governed by how 
much blood flow is present to allow 
drug to be carried away. Large volumes 
cannot be given. 

 Enteric routes (oral and rectal) are the 
slowest way of introducing drugs into 
the blood stream.  Oral ingestion of 
drug usually requires about 1 hour 
before effects are discerned. 

 Sublingual (SL) has rapid onset, no 
first-pass effect, but not all drugs can 
be absorbed this way. 

 
Bioavailability 
 
Bioavailability is the physiological availability of a given amount of a drug.  Regardless of the route of 
administration, usually only a fraction of unchanged drug reaches the systemic circulation: 
 

Route of Administration 
Intravenous 

Intramuscular 
Subcutaneous 

Oral 
Sublingual 

Rectal 
Inhalation 

Transdermal 

Bioavailability 
100% by definition 

75 to < 100% 
75 to < 100% 
5 to < 100% 

more than oral 
30 to < 100% 
75 to < 100% 
80 to < 100% 

 
The extent of absorption is affected by such 
factors as: the lipophilicity of the drug; pH-
dependent active transport; gut metabolism 
by bacteria; p-glycoprotein pump and the 
dissolution of some tablets. 

 
 
Most drugs are given orally and are 
absorbed via passive diffusion through cell 
membranes of the GI tract.  These 
membranes are composed of a lipid bilayer, 
so the drug’s lipid solubility is crucial for 
absorption and distribution.  Only 
uncharged drug is lipid soluble.  
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But do you really care about “pH-dependent active transport”? 
 

 
 
This may explain in part why it is more difficult to get a patient numb when they have an abscess and the 
microenvironment in that area has a lower pH than normal. 
 
Should I Buffer Local Anesthetic? How? The easy answer to should I – YES!  How is a bit more difficult... 
 OnPharma (elegant but expensive) 
 By-Hand (super cheap but tedious) 
 Anutra Local Anesthetic Delivery System (brand new, not enough information) 
 
1. Less sting or pinch on injection 

a. Buffered pH (closer to 7.4) 
b. CO2 at tip of the needle 

2. Improves lipid solubility (uncharged form dominates) 
a. Faster onset 
b. More profound anesthesia 
c. More forgiving for mandibular blocks 

3. May work better in infected areas 
a. Low pH situations 

 
Can We Buffer Local Anesthetics By Hand? 
(9:1 anesthetic to sodium bicarbonate ratio) 
 

 50mL vial of 8.4% Sodium Bicarbonate 
(approx. $9) 

 ½ cc 28G x ½” needle (Box of 100 @ 
$29.99)  

 
Buffering Conclusions 
 

 Easy to do and may decrease onset, 
decrease injection pain, and improve 
efficacy (Lidocaine only?) 

 Can be done by hand or via Onpharma 
mixing device. 

Differences in Bicarbonate?

Mean pH

50mL vial Sodium 
Bicarbonate

8.12 0.13

Onpharma Sodium 
Bicarbonate

8.11 0.11

pH testing of sodium bicarbonate used to buffer local anesthetic solutions: 
50mL vial of 8.4% Sodium bicarbonate inj., USP (Hospira Inc, Lot# 41‐143‐
EV) and Onpharma Sodium Bicarbonate inj., 8.4%, USP, Neutralizing 
Additive Solution (Irvine, Ca, Lot# W0007328 and W0007361)

Goodchild JH, Donaldson M. Compendium 2015

+ 

+ 
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Goodchild JH, Donaldson M. Comparing the 
pH change of local anesthetic solutions using 
two chairside buffering techniques. Compend 
Contin Educ Dent 2016;37(5):e6-e12.  
 
“Increasing the pH of lidocaine reduced pain 
and improved patient comfort and satisfaction. 
No adverse events were reported. Therefore, 
increasing the pH of commercial lidocaine 
solutions with bicarbonate immediately prior to 
their use should be considered.” 
 
Goodchild JH, Donaldson M. Novel Direct 
Injection Chairside Buffering Technique for 
Local Anesthetic Use in Dentistry. Compend 
Contin Educ Dent 2019;40(7):e1-e12. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
“The results of this systematic review show that buffered LAs are 
more effective than nonbuffered LAs when used for mandibular or 
maxillary anesthesia in pulpally involved teeth. Buffering LAs have 
2.29 times greater likelihood of achieving successful anesthesia.”  

Chairside Buffering of Local Anesthetics 
Study

Solution
No 

Buffering
Hand 

Buffered
Onset % Difference 

(Buffered/Onset)

2% Lido 
1:100 epi 4.27 6.96 7.10 63/66.3

4% Septo
1:100 epi 3.62 6.87 6.97 90/92.5

4% Prilo 6.31 6.86 7.05 8.7/11.7

3% Mepi 6.37 7.02 7.01 10.2/10

All solutions mixed to 9:1 anesthetic to sodium 
bicarbonate ratio

Goodchild JH, Donaldson M. Compendium 2015.
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Kattan S, Lee SM, Hersh EV, Karabucak B. Do buffered local anesthetics provide more successful anesthesia 
than nonbuffered solutions in patients with pulpally involved teeth requiring dental therapy?: A systematic   
review. J Am Dent Assoc. 2019 Mar;150(3):165-177. 
 
Absorption Effected By: 

 Presence of food in the stomach – inhibits absorption 
 Mucosal surface area – less surface area will inhibit absorption 
 Gastric emptying time – slower emptying time will inhibit absorption 
 pH of the tissues – antacids inhibit absorption 
 Dosage form of the drug – lipophilic or lipophobic 
 Drug inactivation – p450 enzyme complex 
 Bioavailability of the drug – plasma protein binding 

 
Drug distribution is often thought of in terms of compartments too, where highly lipophilic drugs cross readily 
from the plasma compartment to tissue compartments such as the brain.  The Blood-Brain Barrier for 
example, is not a true “barrier”, but more like a selective gatekeeper for highly lipophilic medications whose 
site of action is the central nervous system. 
 
Distribution Effected By: 

 Number of drug binding sites on the protein 
 Protein concentration 
 Weak acids are bound more extensively than weak bases  
 Competing molecules 
 Disease  

 
Metabolism: 
 
Drugs are chemically transformed by the body to make 
them more water soluble, and thus more easily 
excretable.  The primary organ of metabolism for the 
oral sedative medications is the liver (although some 
similar enzymes exist in the cells of the gastrointestinal 
mucosa).  The enzyme complexes in the liver 
chemically transform the medication molecules into 
either active or inactive metabolites.  These enzymes 
are known as the Cytochrome P450 (CYP450) 
family of enzymes, and can be further stratified into 
the individual isoenzymes, which comprise this family.  
In terms of dental pharmacology, the most prominent 
isoenzymes to consider are: CYP3A4, CYP2D6, 
CYP2C9, CYP1A2 and CYP2C19.   
 
Metabolism is also known as biotransformation as some drugs are “pro-drugs”.  Drug metabolites are usually 
more polar and less lipid soluble than the parent molecules (this enhances their excretion and distribution 
half –life). Hepatic oxidation is the major drug metabolizing process.  This process, or what the patient does 
to the drug (pharmacokinetics), and its balance with what the drug does to the body (pharmacodynamics), 
determines the effectiveness of the medication. 
 
Drug interactions are common causes of treatment failure and adverse reactions.  Most drug interactions 
remain unrecognized because of a wide margin of safety (therapeutic index) compared to inter- and intra-
patient variability seen in practice. The effect of inappropriate drug combinations may lead to drug 
interactions or inaccurate assessment of the clinical effect. 
 

Triazolam is 
introduced 

enterally

Triazolam
Is 

dissolved 
in the 

stomach
and small
intestine

After triazolam 
enters the blood 

stream, metabolism
occurs in the liver

Hydrophilic
drug is 

excreted 
via the
kidney

Adapted from:  Byrne EB.  Endodontic
Topics 2003;4:9-21.
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circulation
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Triazolam is 
introduced 

enterally

Triazolam
Is 

dissolved 
in the 
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After triazolam 
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drug is 
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via the
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Adapted from:  Byrne EB.  Endodontic
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D
rug

available
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circulation

to have

effect   

Drugs can act as either substrates for these enzymes, inducers or inhibitors, and these differences are the 
basis for drug interactions and the interpatient variability of responses to medication. 
 
Drugs that enter the body parenterally can also be metabolized in the liver, but not until a certain proportion 
of the drug has had the opportunity to act at the site of action, in the case of sedative agents this would be the 
central nervous system (CNS).  This accounts for the faster onset of action of parenterally administered drugs 
since the “first-pass effect” is essentially bypassed.  This is also true for medications administered via the 
inhalation, rectal, topical and submucosal routes. 

 
Metabolism Effected By: 
Individual differences in metabolic rate (genetic polymorphism); Age of the patient (consider the very young 
and the very old); Liver disease (impairment of enzyme activity or defective formation of enzymes); Cardiac 
disease (by limiting blood flow to the liver may impair rate of metabolism); Pulmonary disease (especially in 
the case of inhaled medications); Endocrine dysfunction (hypothyroid patients have a slowed metabolism 
versus hyperthyroid patients who have a revved up metabolism); Drug interactions (inhibition or induction); 
Cigarette smokers metabolize some drugs more rapidly than nonsmokers because of enzyme induction. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Metabolism 
determines blood 

levels of active drug 
and therefore, 

predictability of 
response. 
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Elimination: 
 
Renal clearance is the major pathway of elimination for most drugs and their metabolites.  In fact, the role 
of the liver in metabolism is to generally convert lipophilic (fat-soluble) molecules into more hydrophilic 
(water-soluble) molecules for easier excretion via the kidneys.  Elimination can also occur via the bile and 
feces. Sometimes an active metabolite is formed from metabolism and can target the kidney as it is 
eliminated.  Such is the case with Ciprofloxacin, which is used to treat urinary tract infections.   

 
Factors affecting elimination include: 
 

– Age – Drug Half-Life 

– Liver Function – Compartment Models 

– Kidney Disease  

 
 
This becomes important when considering that different drugs are cleared from the body at different rates, 
and are therefore dosed differently and with different frequency.  In terms of pharmacokinetics, we can then 
determine the half-life of a drug so that we may dose a patient appropriately.  Half-life indicates the time it 
takes to attain 50% of steady state blood level.  After one half-life, one half of the drug in the system will have 
been eliminated. After four half-lives, greater than 90% of drug in the system will have been eliminated: 
 
 

100%  divided by 2  = 50%    (after one half life 50% of a drug has been cleared) 
50%    divided by 2  = 25%    (after 2 half lives 75% of a drug has been cleared) 
25%    divided by 2  = 12.5% (after 3 half lives 87.5% of a drug has been cleared) 
12.5% divided by 2  = 6.25% (after 4 half lives > 90% of a drug has been cleared) 

 
 

 
The binding of drugs to receptors cannot be quantified, so clinically we describe a drugs’ therapeutic level 
in terms of plasma levels.  The therapeutic level for a drug is the plasma concentration at which we know a 
majority of the population will have a desired clinical effect.  Although, there is a wide interpatient variability 
in response to medications, referenced plasma levels of medications help us guide treatment and are recorded 

 Plasma level is a balance between dose per 
unit time and factors which will decrease the 
level of active drug (metabolism, excretion, 
dilution).  Plasma levels of drugs are always 
changing.

 Steady state: If identical multiple doses of drug 
are given every half-life, relatively constant 
levels will be produced after 4 half-lives.

rate of elimination = rate of accumulation

Therapeutic Levels 

Pharmacokinetics Pallasch, T.J. Anes. Progress 35:133-146 1988

Drug Half Lives (t1/2 )

0            2            4            8            10          0            2            4            8            10

100

75

50

25

0

Half Lives, T1/2

distribution
(alpha phase)

Elimination
(beta phase)

Distribution from 
blood to tissue

Elimination via 
liver and kidneys

I.V. Oral
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as a balance between dose per unit time and factors which will decrease the level of active drug (metabolism, 
excretion, dilution).  Plasma levels of drugs are always changing. 
 
A Steady-state can be achieved when the rate of drug accumulation in a body is equal to the rate of 
elimination.  This is also achievable if identical multiple doses of drug are given every half-life: relatively 
constant levels will be produced after 4 half-lives.  

 
 

 
Pharmacodynamics 

 
 
Pharmacodynamics studies the interaction of a drug with a receptor at the site of action.  Receptor 
occupancy explains the response of drugs.  Binding to receptors is usually reversible and falls into one of two 
categories: agonists and antagonists.  Agonists have an affinity for receptors and their binding to these 
receptors leads to the effect and efficacy of the medication. An antagonist only has an affinity for binding to 
the receptor, but this interaction does not illicit a response and it therefore it antagonizes or blocks an active 
drug from combining to the receptor and causing an effect.  
 
 
As we age we may have enhanced sensitivity to drugs due to: changes in receptor numbers; changes in 
receptor affinity or; alterations in the processes after a drug binds a receptor.  For example, the elderly are 
more sensitive to benzodiazepines, more sensitive to the analgesic effects of narcotics and they have enhanced 
response to anticoagulants such as warfarin and heparin.  In general, elderly patients require a reduction in 
sedative drug dosage. 
 
Donaldson M Goodchild JH. Pharmacological reversal agents in dental practice: keys to patient safety. 
Compend Contin Educ Dent 2016;37(10):1-8. 
 

 
 
Changes in receptor numbers or affinity can also lead to alterations in the processes after a drug binds a 
receptor.  Drug interactions further compound the unpredictability of pharmacodynamics as they too can be: 
antagonistic (theophylline & propranolol) or synergistic (warfarin and aspirin, benzodiazepines and opiates). 

Agonists and Antagonists

Antagonists

Agonists

Examples
of some
Neuro-

Receptor
Sites

5-HT3 RAs

5-HT3

Promethazine

Histamine

Atropine

Muscarinic

Droperidol

Dopamine (D2)

NK-1 RA

Substance P

Pharmacodynamics
As we age we may have enhanced 

sensitivity to drugs due to:
Changes in receptor numbers
Changes in receptor affinity
Alterations in the processes after                          

a drug binds a receptor

For example, the elderly are: 
more sensitive to benzodiazepines
more sensitive to analgesic effects of narcotics
enhanced response to warfarin, heparin
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The Pharmacology Of Anesthetic And Sedative Agents 
 

Anxiolysis is a minimal level of 
sedation whereby the patient has 
decreased anxiety to facilitate coping 
skills while retaining interaction 
ability (minimal sedation).   
 
Conscious sedation is a moderate 
level of sedation whereby the patient 
retains their protective reflexes as 
well as their own airway, and can 
respond to physical and verbal 
stimuli (moderate sedation). 
 

 
Dionne R, Yagiela J, Donaldson M et 
al. Balancing efficacy and safety in 
the use of oral sedation in dental 
outpatients. J Am Dent Assoc 2006; 
137: 502-513. 
 
Yageila JA, Malamed SF, Donaldson 
M, et al. Academy of General 
Dentistry White Paper on Enteral 
Conscious Sedation. General 
Dentistry 2006, Sept-Oct;301-304. 
 
 
 

All things considered equal, the lower 
the sedation level, the less chance for a 
serious adverse event to occur.  The 
adage, “go low and go slow” is an 
excellent philosophy for the practice of 
sedating dental patients. 
 
Infosino A. Sedation of pediatric 
patients. In: Weiner-Kronish JP, 
Gropper MA. Conscious sedation. 
Philadelphia: Hanley & Belfus; 
2001:89-104. 
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Who is a candidate for oral sedation? 

 
Good 

 Patients who have difficulty achieving 
profound local anesthesia 

 Gaggers 
 Fearful or anxious patients  
 Patients needing longer procedures 
 Helpful with invasive procedures 

 

 

Difficult 
 Patients with complex medical histories 
 Patients taking medications which may cau

adverse reactions 
 Severely depressed patients 
 Patients with a severe mental handicap 
 Pregnant patients  

 

 
 

 

Randall CL, Shulman GP, Crout RJ, McNeil DW. Gagging and its associations with dental care-related fear, 
fear of pain and beliefs about treatment. J Am Dent Assoc. 2014 May;145(5):452-8.  

 
The Drugs 

 
The goal of conscious sedation dentistry 
is to create a patient who is calm, and 
comfortable enough to receive dental 
care, and who can maintain a patent 
airway without assistance.  Medications 
used for anxiolysis or conscious sedation 
should carry an inherent margin of safety 
such that overdose or unconsciousness is 
unlikely.  
 
Because there are many medications that 
are anxiolytic (reduces anxiety) and hypnotic (involves the induction and increase of sleep 
duration), there may be instances that alternate regimens may be indicated.   
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The decision to use drugs other than triazolam should be based on the practitioners’ 
level of training and should take into account many factors.  The factors that may 
influence drug selection include: 

 
 Medical History 
 Drug interactions 
 Allergies 

 Length of appointment 
 Depth of sedation needed 
 Adverse reactions 

 
Medications used for minimal or moderate sedation should carry an inherent margin of 
safety such that overdose or unconsciousness is unlikely: “First, Do No Harm!” 
Anxiolytic and Sedative agents are not new to the practice of medicine.  Alcohols have 
been used for centuries to “numb” the mind to both painful as well as anxiety producing 
procedures.  The use of opium has been traced back to Ancient Egypt.  In the nineteenth 
century, drugs such as bromide (1853), chloral hydrate, paraldehyde, urethane and 
sulfonal (all pre-1970) were employed with varying degrees of success.  Early in the 
twentieth century, the barbiturates were discovered (Barbital – 1903 and Phenobarbital 
– 1912), and the age of modern anesthesia was born.  While these early drugs were 
effective, their level of safety was questionable. 

 
Safety of a given medication can be 
measured pharmacologically by 
determining the Lethal Dose 50 
(LD50).   The LD50 is that dose of a 
given drug that will result in mortality of 
50% of the population when 
administered.  Likewise, the Effective 
Dose 50 (ED50) is the dose of a given 
drug that will cause the desired results in 
50% of a population.   
 
 

The two terms can be related to one 
another by the Therapeutic Index (TI = 
LD50/ED50), which is a relative 
measurement of drug safety.  The greater 
the Therapeutic Index of a drug, the 
greater the margin of safety. 
 
 
Chloral Hydrate, a drug that has been 
used as a sedative for over a century, 
when compared to a drug in the 
benzodiazepine class (Diazepam - early 
1960s), is an example of the lower degree 
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of safety as demonstrated by drugs of the past.  One of the attributes that make newer 
classes of drugs safer than those in the past is their ability to more selectively depress 
areas of the central nervous system that affect consciousness.  Most anxiolytic and 
sedative agents, if given in 
inappropriate doses, have the 
capacity to elicit undesired effects, 
including coma and death. 
 
Chlordiazepoxide (1957) was 
the first drug in the 
benzodiazepine class to be 
synthesized.  The benzodiazepines, 
being more selective in their effects 
on the central nervous system, are 
much less likely to induce coma 
and death; therefore they have a 
much higher LD50 and 
Therapeutic Index than drugs in 
other anxiolytic/sedative classes.  

 
The “Ideal” Oral Agent should have the following properties: 
 Fast onset 
 No adverse effects – large margin of safety (respiratory, cardiovascular, others) 
 “Short” acting (for office use) 
 Anxiolytic with some amnesic properties 
 Reversal agent available 

 
Donaldson M, Chanpong B, Gizzarelli G. Oral Sedation: A Primer on Anxiolysis for the Adult 
Patient. Anesth Prog 2007;54:118-129. 
 
Benzodiazepines meet these requirements and have the following properties: 

Sedative-Hypnotic 

Muscle Relaxant 
Anxiolytic 

Anticonvulsant 
Antidepressant  

Anterograde Amnesia 
 
Goodchild JH, Donaldson M. The American Dental Association’s updated sedation and general 
anesthesia guidelines—is minimal sedation all about triazolam? Gen Dent 2017;65(2):6-11. 
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Medications for Oral Conscious Sedation 
 

 
The family of medications most 
commonly used for oral conscious 
sedation is the benzodiazepines.  
They were first introduced in the 
early 1960’s, and are among the 
most widely prescribed drugs in the 
world.  Like members of your own 
family they are closely related and 
share very similar properties due to 
a common mechanism of action on 
the gamma amino butyric acid 
(GABA) receptors in the brain.   
 
 
These GABA receptors are the neuroreceptors responsible for levels of alertness, so the 
shared pharmacological property of this family of drugs denotes them as sedatives or 
hypnotics: they cause relaxation, can induce sleep and may even allow for post-hypnotic 
suggestions.  The interaction of the benzodiazepines at the GABA molecule occurs in the 
limbic, thalamic and hypothalamic levels of the CNS.  Specific high-affinity benzodiazepine 
receptors have been identified.  When the benzodiazepine and GABA molecules interact, a 
macromolecular complex is formed.  The complex results in an influx of chloride ions as the 
chloride ionophore channel in the nerve axon increases in diameter, causing 
hyperpolarization, and an associated new resting membrane potential.  

 
 
To further the familial analogy, these 
medications still maintain their own 
uniqueness despite their underlying 
similarity.  Each medication may or may 
not have active metabolites, such as 
diazepam (Valium), and their individual 
plasma half-lives and mean peak 
concentrations vary among agents, which 
gives rise to different medication 
properties.  It is only through experience 
that practitioners learn how to match the 
best medication and dose with each 
clinical situation and patient. 
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The Benzodiazepine Family of Medications 
 

 
All of the benzodiazepine drugs have a 

similar chemical structure: 
 

Diazepam (Valium) 
– Produces mild sleep and mild 

amnesia 
– Onset: 30-60 minutes 
– Half-Life: 50 hours (20-100) due to 

active metabolites 
– Duration of action can be 6-8 hours 
– Supplied in 2, 5, and 10 mg tablets 
– Usual Dosage is 2-40 mg 
– FDA approved anxiolytic 
– High Lipid Solubility 

   

 
 

Indications for use of diazepam as 
listed in the Physicians’ Desk 
Reference (PDR): 
 Preoperative anxiolytic 
 Night-time sleep (hypnotic) 
 Anticonvulsant 

 
 
THE BLOOD-BRAIN 
BARRIER 
 

A complex group of blood-brain 
barrier mechanisms closely 
controls both the kinds of 
substances which enter the extra-
cellular space of the brain and the 
rate at which they enter.  This 

mechanism is not a true “barrier” but acts like a selective gatekeeper, and comprises 
both anatomical structures and physiological transport systems which handle different 
classes of substances in different ways.  The blood-brain barrier mechanisms precisely 
regulate the chemical composition of the extra-cellular space of the brain and prevent 
harmful substances from reaching neural tissue, and gives rise to a second and third 
compartment model for the benzodiazepines. 

Diazepam (Valium®)
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Lorazepam (Ativan) 
– Produces mild/moderate sleep 

with moderate amnesia 
– Onset: 60-120 minutes 
– Half-Life: 10-20 hours 
– No active metabolites 
– Duration: 6-8 hours 
– Supplied in 0.5, 1, and 2 mg 

tablets 
– Dosage: 2-6 mg  
– Moderate Lipid Solubility 

Indications for use of lorazepam as listed 
in the Physicians’ Desk Reference (PDR): 

– Preoperative anxiolytic 
– Night-time sleep (hypnotic) 
– Anticonvulsant 

 
 
Triazolam (Halcion) 
 No active metabolites 
 Plasma half-life is 1.5 – 2.5 hours 
 Wide effective dose range  
 Mean peak concentration is achieved    

at 1.3 hours 
 Has anticonvulsant properties – can 

be used with the epileptic patient 
 May act as a respiratory depressant 

at very high doses (greater than 2mg) 
 Relaxation for adequate pain control 

– important for hard to numb patients 
 Does not cause nausea (unlike 

nitrous oxide) 
 LD50 is 5 grams per kilogram in rats 

(very safe)* 
 
Respiratory depression represents the principal negative that is introduced with 
conscious sedation and left unrecognized and untreated is the cause of the most serious 
complication!  
 

Lorazepam (Ativan®)
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Indications for use of triazolam as listed in the Physicians’ Desk Reference (PDR): 
 

 Preoperative sedation 
 Night-time sleep 
 Onset: 1 hour 
 Peak effect: 1.3 hours 
 Duration: 2-3 hours 

 
Dosage (PDR): 
– Adult: 0.5 mg Healthy adult 
– Elderly or debilitated 0.125 mg 
– Always use the lowest effective dose  
– Child: Safety and efficacy not tested for patients below the age of 18 

 
 

Midazolam (Versed) 
– Produces moderate sleep and 

high amnesia 
– Onset: 15-30 minutes 
– Half-Life: 1.5 - 5 hrs. 
– No active metabolites 
– Duration: 1 hr. 
– Supplied in 118 ml bottles, each 

mL contains 2mg midazolam 
– Dosage: 0.25 to 0.75 mg/kg in 

children >6 months (relative 
maximum at 10 mg) 

– High Lipid Solubility 
– Not an FDA approved anxiolytic 

 
Indications for use of midazolam as 
listed in the Physicians’ Desk Reference 
(PDR): 

– Preoperative anxiolytic 
– Night-time sleep (hypnotic) 
– Anticonvulsant 

 
Some licensing bodies may consider the intranasal administration of midazolam so similar 
to the intravenous delivery that IV sedation certification is required. Delivering the 
medication intranasally requires a MAD® (Mucosal Atomization) Device. 

Midazolam (Versed®)
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Other Medications (non-Benzodiazepines) 

 
Zaleplon is a pyrazolopyrimidine, differing in structure from the benzodiazepines 
but still acting selectively at the benzodiazepine receptor.   The benefits of this 
medication are in producing sedation without many of the other effects seen with 
benzodiazepines. It has modest anxiolytic, myorelaxant, and anticonvulsant 
properties. Significant drug interactions are uncommon, and synergy with ethanol 
does not occur. Patients with zaleplon overdose generally do well with supportive 
care alone. Overdose information for zaleplon is limited and no fatalities have been 
reported with ingestions of up to 100 mg. Adverse effects with therapeutic use 
include anterograde amnesia and transient visual hallucinations.  
   
 
Zaleplon (Sonata, Starnoc) 
 Produces high sleep with only mild amnesia 
 Onset: 30 minutes 
 Half-Life: 1-2 hours 
 No active metabolites 
 Duration: up to 6 hours 
 Supplied in 5 and 10 mg capsules 
 Dosage: 10 mg (start at 5mg in the elderly or 

patients with liver disease) 
 Overdosage can be treated with flumazenil 
 Not an FDA approved anxiolytic (approved 

for treatment of insomnia in adults only) 
 

Cautions: 
 hypersensitivity to zaleplon products 
 depressed patients 
 elderly or debilitated patients 
 hepatic or severe renal impairment 
 compromised respiratory condition 
 concurrent use of alcohol 
 tartrazine sensitivity  
 Coadministration with the following medications can effect metabolism: 

cimetidine, digoxin, and rifampin (diphenhydramine may augment zaleplon's 
effects) 

 Pregnancy: risk category C  
 
Donaldson M, Goodchild JH. Pregnancy, breast-feeding and drugs used in dentistry. J Am 
Dent Assoc 2012;143(8):858-71. 

Zaleplon (Sonata)
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Drug 
Lipid  

Solubility 
Onset 
(mins) 

T1/2 
(hrs) 

Site of 
Metabolism 

Active 
Metabolite 

Working  
Time (hrs) 

Usual 
Dosing  

Diazepam High 30-60 >24 CYP 1A2, 2C8, 
2C19, 3A3-4 Yes n/a 2-(40) mg per day 

Lorazepam Moderate 60-120 10-20 Hepatic 
glucuronidation No 4 2-(6) mg 

Triazolam High 15-30 1.5-2.5 CYP 3A4, 5-7 No 2 0.125-0.5 mg 

Midazolam High 0 (IM) 
15-30 (PO) 1.5-5 CYP 3A3-5 No 1 0.25-0.75 mg/kg 

Zaleplon Moderate 30 1-2 Aldehyde oxidase, 
CYP 3A4 No 1 10-20mg 

 
 
Triazolam is a near ideal sedative agent due to it’s pharmacological properties, 
which make it not only highly effective for dental sedation purposes, but it also 
comes with a high margin of safety. 

 
Triazolam: Cautions and Contraindications (Nearly all of these cautions and 
contraindications apply to all benzodiazepines): 

 
Absolute Contraindications 

Known hypersensitivity 

Pregnancy – benzodiazepines are known teratogens (esp. 1st trimester) 
Lack of Knowledge 

Inability to resuscitate 
Concurrent with CYP3A4 inhibitors: grapefruit juice, ketaconazole, itraconazole,   
     nefazodone, cimetidine, and macrolide antibiotics 

 
Relative Contraindications 
(Risk benefit should be considered when the following medical conditions exist) 

o Alcohol intoxication – additive CNS 
o Glaucoma 
o Drug abuse or dependence 
o Pediatric patients 
o Elderly (oversedation, dizziness, or impaired coordination) 
o Psychiatric patients 
o Renal impairment 
o Severe hepatic impairment 
o Lactating patients 
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“Triazolam is chemically related to diazepam and is used for the short-term 
treatment of insomnia.  its rapid onset, short duration of action, and lack of 
active metabolites also makes it a near ideal anti-anxiety medication for 
dental patients”. 
 
Dionne RA, Trapp LD.  Oral and rectal sedation.  In:  Dionne RA, Phero JC, Becker DE.  
Management of Pain and Anxiety in the Dental Office. St. Louis, MO:WB 
Saunders;2002:229. 
 

Benzodiazepine Reversal Agent 
 

 
Flumazenil (Romazicon® in U.S., 
Anexate® in Canada): 
  

First clinical trials done in 1979 
Displaces BDZ’s from their receptor 
site, reversing their sedative action 
Onset of reversal after I.V. injections 
is 1-2 minutes (neutral ligand) 

Duration of effect depends on the dose 
of flumazenil and the dose of the BDZ 
Adult dose is 0.2mg q1min up to 5 
doses 
 
Flumazenil, a nonspecific competitive antagonist of the benzodiazepine receptor, is used for 
reversal of benzodiazepine-induced sedation, and overdose.  It binds to GABA-receptor 
sites, but has no agonist activity.  
 
*** It is not recommended for routine reversal as seizures and cardiac dysrhythmias can 
occur with flumazenil administration, and although the majority of these effects are 
uncommon and well tolerated.   Co-ingestion of drugs with proconvulsant properties is 
associated with an increased risk of seizures, presumably due to loss of the 
benzodiazepine’s protective anticonvulsant effect when the antagonist is administered. 
Combined overdose of benzodiazepines with tricyclic antidepressants accounts for 50% of 
these seizures. Coingestants possessing prodysrhythmic properties, such as carbamazepine 
or chloral hydrate, may increase the likelihood of cardiac effects by a similar mechanism.  

 
*** Although flumazenil reverses benzodiazepine-induced sedation, it does not consistently 
reverse respiratory depression. The initial adult dose of flumazenil is 0.2 mg given 
intravenously over 30 seconds. A second dose of 0.2 mg may be given, followed by 0.2mg 
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doses at 45-60 second intervals, to a total of 1mg in twenty minutes. Most patients will 
respond to less than 1 mg.   
 
*** In children, the initial dose is 0.01 mg/kg.  
 
*** Because the duration of action of flumazenil is short (40-80 minutes), resedation occurs 
in up to 65% of patients and requires either redosing or continuous infusion (0.25 to 1.0 
mg/hr).  
 

In summary, flumazenil should be used for selected patients with significant 
symptoms from a known benzodiazepine overdose, and not routinely used on 

patients following an oral sedation procedure. 
 
Flumazenil -- Other points to note are: 
 

1. Insoluble in water 
2. Slightly soluble in acidic solutions 
3. Dilute concentration of 0.1mg/mL 
4. 5 mL and 10 mL vials 
5. One hour duration (triazolam’s half-life is about 2 hours so patients could re-sedate) 
6. Can be given sublingual in the canine to first molar area, 2-3 mm under the mucosa, 

not in the midline 
7. Buy the 5mL vials and be aware of expiry dates! 

 
Contraindications: 

– Known hypersensitivity to benzodiazepines 
– Patients with known seizure disorders treated with a benzodiazepine 

 
 
Several studies support the use of flumazenil in the treatment of benzodiazepine overdose. : 

 

“Respiratory depression mediated by benzodiazepines can be reversed using the 
specific antagonist flumazenil (Romazicon).  It can be titrated intravenously or 
injected sublingually in 0.2 mg increments every 2-3 minutes, up to 1 mg. 
Flumazenil should not be administered to patients with a history of seizure disorder 
or dependence on benzodiazepines.” 
“Clinical trials using flumazenil to reverse the CNS depression associated with 
intravenous diazepam sedation for third molar extractions have demonstrated its 
efficacy.” 
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Some Definitions 
 

– Synergism: When two or more drugs with similar pharmacologic effects act together 
to produce a greater effect than either drug alone. Synergism can either be additive or 
potentiating. 

 
o Additive: The combined drug effects are essentially the algebraic sum of 

their individual effects (e.g., 1 + 1 = 2). 
 

o Potentiating:  The combined drug effects are greater than the sum of their 
individual effects (e.g., 1 + 1 > 2). 

 
Antihistamines 

 
 
There are several other drugs that are 
effective for oral sedation, but don’t 
fall into the previous drug classes that 
have been discussed.  The H1-
receptor antagonist hydroxyzine 
(Atarax) has both sedative and 
hypnotic properties.  The OTC anti-
histamine diphenhydramine 
(Benedryl) have hypnotic properties 
and can be an inexpensive and safe 
adjunct to sedation.  Both Atarax and 
Benadryl are useful in allergic rhinitis 
and urticaria, and are antiemetic.  

 
    

Hydroxyzine (Atarax or Vistaril) 

 Diphenylmethane, unrelated to benzodiazepines, phenothiazines, or opiates 
 H1-receptor antagonist 
 Bronchodilator 
 Antisialogogue (anticholinergic) 
 Antiarrhythmic 
 Anxiolytic 
 Even at high doses produces minimal CV and respiratory depression 
 High therapeutic index 
 Produces moderate sleep with no amnesia 
 
 

Antihistamines

25-50 mg2-6PhenerganPromethazine

50-100 mg3-7
Atarax, 
Vistaril

Hydroxyzine

50-100 mg4-6DramamineDimenhydrinate

25-50 mg2-8BenadrylDiphenhydramine

Dose 
Range

Half-Life 
(hrs)

Trade 
Name

Generic Name
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Antihistaminic, Decongestant, and Anti-emetic actions 
 

 Onset: 1 hour 
 Half-Life: 3-7 hours 
 No active metabolites 
 Duration: 3-6 hours 
 Supplied in 10, 25, and 100 mg tablets and a 10mg/5mL syrup 
 Dosage: Adults 50-100 mg, Children 10-50 mg 
 Overdosage: No specific antidote 
 FDA approved anxiolytic and as a pre- and postoperative adjunctive medication 

 
Contraindications: 

 Early Pregnancy 
 Known Hypersensitivity 
 Nursing Mothers 
 Children <1 year 
 Acute narrow angle glaucoma 
 Use with other CNS depressants cautiously 

 
Phenergan is from the phenothiazine class but has H1-receptor effects.  It has strong 
antihistamine properties and is commonly used in conjunction with opioid anesthesia, due 
to its antiemetic properties.  Phenergan’s antiemetic protection is primarily due to its 
interaction with dopaminergic receptors in the CTZ (Chemotactic Trigger Zone).   
 
Some important points about Phenergan: 

 Will not produce unconsciousness, and even at higher doses will not cause   
respiratory or CV depression 

 Sedative 
 Antisialagogue (Anticholinergic effects) 
 Strong antiemetic 

 
Nitrous Oxide 

 
“I am sure the air in heaven must be this wonder working gas of delight” 

     - Robert Southey, about Nitrous Oxide 
 
 
Historical Perspective 
 
The discovery of nitrous oxide (and also oxygen) is credited to Joseph Priestley in 1793.  
During experiments with iron filings, ammonium nitrate, and water, he found that a 
residual gas was given off which later became known as nitrous oxide.   
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NH4NO3 + H2O + Fe   N2O + Fe(OH)2 + H2O 
 

Ammonium nitrate is heated in the presence of iron filings.  The resultant gas is then 
passed through water to remove toxic by-products.  The result is nitrous oxide. 
 
The first to person to inhale pure nitrous oxide was Humphrey Davy (at the Pneumatic 
Institute in Bristol, England), in 1798.  At that time, nitrous oxide (N2O) was thought to 
be responsible for many diseases, however after breathing the gas he reported a 
euphoric feeling, and “overwhelming joy.”   
 
For the first half of the 19th century, the analgesic properties of N2O went unnoticed and 
nitrous was widely used as a recreational drug.  It was not until the mid-1840’s that a 
dentist named Horace Wells while attending a demonstration was exposed to N2O.  
During this demonstration a man named Samuel Cooley, after inhaling the gas, injured 
his leg.  Dr. Wells noticed that Mr. Cooley appeared to be unaware of the injury to his 
leg, and he instantly envisioned the gas as an adjunct to the field of dentistry. Horace 
Wells in fact became the first person to have a tooth extracted while under N2O 
anesthesia.  He termed this revelation the “greatest discovery ever made,” and tried over 
the next year to prove the efficacy of N2O to the medical community.  After a failed 
experiment at Harvard Medical School in 1845 in which the patients “felt some 
discomfort,” Wells was labeled as a “charlatan” and a “fake.”  He died some years later, 
never receiving the credits for his discovery.   
 
Nitrous oxide lost favor and was very seldom used outside of dentistry until the 1930’s.  
It was then that medical schools began teaching the techniques of N2O sedation.  From 
that time until the late 1950’s, the medical field predominately used N2O as a 
preanesthetic gas for Halothane.  Dental schools began teaching inhalation anesthesia in 
the early 1960’s and it is estimated that “56% of GP’s and 85% of oral surgeons” use 
N2O in their practice today.   
 
 
Advantages of Combination Oral-
Inhalation Sedation 
 
 Decreased dose required of either 

medication alone 
 Decreased overall side effects 
 Potentiation vs Synergy  
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 Tmax (hr) T1/2 elim (hr) Site of metabolism 
Pharmacologic 

antagonist 
Usual PO dose 

Duration of action 
(hr) 

Triazolam 
(Halcion®) 

1.25 2.5 (1.7-4) CYP 3A4, 5-7 Flumazenil 0.125-0.5 mg 2-4 

Midazolam 
(Versed®) 

0.5-1 1-2 CYP 3A3-5 Flumazenil 0.5 mg/kg 1-2  

Lorazepam 
(Ativan®) 

1.2 15.7 (14-16) 
Hepatic 

gluronidation 
Flumazenil 1-3 mg 6-8 

Alprazolam 
(Xanax®) 

1.45 14.5 (12-15) CYP 3A4 Flumazenil 1 mg 6-8 

Diazepam 
(Valium®) 

1.12 33 (20-100) 
CYP 1A2, 2C8, 

2C19, 3A3-4 
Flumazenil 5-10 mg 6-8 

Zaleplon 
(Sonata®) 

0.5-1.5 1 
Aldehyde oxidase, 

CYP 3A4 
Flumazenil 10 mg 4 

Zolpidem 
(Ambien®) 

1.6 2.5 CYP 3A4, 2C9, 1A2 Flumazenil 10 mg 8 

Ramelteon 
(Rozerem®) 

0.3 0.5-2.6 CYP 1A2, 2C, 3A4 Unknown 8 mg 24 

Eszopiclone 
(Lunesta®) 

1-1.5 6 
 

CYP 3A4, 2E1 
 

Flumazenil 2-3mg 6 

Zopiclone 
(Imovane®) 

1-1.5 3.5-6.5 
 

CYP 3A4, 2E1 
 

Flumazenil 7.5mg < 24 

Promethiazine 
(Phenergan®) 

2-3 7-15 CYP 2D6, 2B6 None 25 mg 2-8 

Hydroxyzine 
(Atarax®, 
Vistaril®) 

2.1 7-20 CYP 2D6 None 50 mg 24 
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